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The CSI Companies Announces Relocation of Corporate
Headquarters
CSI Accommodates National Expansion With Modern, New Office
Jacksonville, Fla. – The CSI Companies, a leading national staffing firm, today announced the
relocation of its corporate headquarters to a new facility located at 7720 Baymeadows Road East.
As it celebrates its 25th year in business, The CSI Companies will relocate to The Point at Gate
Parkway, a stand-alone office building, just 3.8 miles south of its current corporate headquarters
located at 9995 Gate Parkway N.
The brand new 54,354 square-foot facility features a horseshoe-shaped layout, a private center
courtyard, and an interconnected stairwell with marble and stone finishes. It will feature a state-of-theart fitness center on the first floor and a café-style lounge among several collaborative spaces around
the building. The office space is intentionally designed to foster unity, promote employee wellness, and
accommodate the company’s continued growth.
CSI’s new and ultramodern facility will be home to its specialty divisions: CSI Financial, CSI Healthcare
IT, CSI Professional, CSI Tech, and its nonprofit organization CSI Gives Back.
“When thinking about what our new office space needed, everything came back to our people,” said
Chris Flakus, Chief Operating Officer of The CSI Companies. “Because the design was so important,
we hired Connie Turner, Principal of Connie Turner Interiors, to come up with the most creative and
efficient ways to design this space to drive culture, growth, and productivity, and to one day serve as
CSI’s global headquarters.”
CSI collaborated with Brad Chrischilles at commercial real estate company Foundry Commercial to
identify a location that could accommodate a workforce that commutes from different parts of the city.
Through conducting dozens of surveys, considering multiple areas of town and many office space
styles, CSI ultimately selected The Point at Gate Parkway owned by local commercial real estate
developer Ash Properties.
“In a time where a lot of companies are tentative to make decisions, I talked almost daily with Chris
about creating a space that’s cool, fun, and highly amenitized,” said Chrischilles, Principal and
Jacksonville Director at Foundry Commercial Real Estate. “This space will have it all.”
About The CSI Companies
Headquartered in Jacksonville, Fla., The CSI Companies provides national staffing solutions by placing
top talent in the technology, financial, accounting, healthcare, and other professional industries across
the country. In 2010, The CSI Companies became a part of Recruit Global Staffing, active in Asia,
Europe, North America and Oceania. Recruit Global Staffing is a leading global HR service provider,
and part of Recruit Holdings Co., Ltd. To learn more about The CSI Companies, visit
thecsicompanies.com.
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